
Dear Reward, 	 8/8/73 
From your generous mailing with no personal comments I take it not that you have 

nothing to say but that you have no times It is to inquire if you will have any before 
classes begia again that I write. You may recall that I asked if you ,would have time 
to return and if you would, if you would be willing to read the draft on which I'm 
woikiag as much as I can whenever I can. 

To date Lit has read not a ward. I have at least 30,000 at the beginning as I now 
write it feom there and not less than a third that much as reminders and for incortora-
tiongaShe is quite depressed and this, in tura, involves other emotional factors I am. 
not at all certain I understand. But I do know I can't pressure her and I will not, 
not evert indirectly. I fear it would. be  counterproductive to make strong euggestions, 
so I don't,. The last time we did discuss it, she said she'd rather have you read it 
first, which is not at all the same an having you read it, period. 

This means that not a eincle page bee been corrected or retyped. It will balloon 
into a major typina pro jest if it is lona delgyed. And it will, inevitably, be a long 
book. I'm trying to pat it together for cutting 3.n hunks if necessary, 

So, the inevitable has =me to pass. Yesterday I get a letter from a friend who 
had talked. to an agent. Be suggests I send the agent what I have done, 

Aside from whether or not all is comptehensible, ma 1;n:the 
WI have not discussed it, but I feel that Li/ would not be reluctant to do the 

typing. She bight, in fact, velem° it without realizing that it is mtloome‘ 
What T now have is not enough to show, althouga.I wilt, in its present form, if 

necessary. 
What we have done in the past I could not do, faced with Lii's attitude, I'd do 

a chapter, read and correct it, gave it to her, she'd go over it, we'd then go over 
her suageetionce  and them she'd type. Tbid is howee have been able to work so feat. 
There is not only no point in doing -this now, it is not the best way to spend my time. 
Onless and until she is'read to type, I'd best be writing as fast as I can and have 
more on .paper, more out of my mind, more to show. At the same time, I will not have to 
rearead everything to be able to evaluate suggestions as I would with the lapse of time. 

Part of the problem is Lii's relization she can't edit. She'll catch most of the 
ineomprebensiblea, Grammatical errors and misspellings, but that is all. I think perhaps 
part of her attitude is controlled by this, her feeling that ehe cant do what I need. 
There are other considerations of which I am aware and possibly some of which I ms 
am not. One is her rather sterile, orthodox concept of eepression and cepressione. 
Another is a resentment when I ask her to explain a sugeestion I caret understand. She 
gets resentful. So, by now, as she rationalizes, she has made a thing of it and,I don't 
dare do au-thing, even addrese it. 

IF tae have no time-coneuming developments now not visible I expect to get much written 
in a short time with no hearings to keep up with. I should double what I have in two 
weeks and I'd expect to do more. 

With this explanation, what is the situation with you? I don't even knew when 
classes start again. 

The Hunt eaten and Nixon. CIA conreetions get stronger, but I can't take time to 
explain what I'll be eritinee I have some does the committee didn't go into, on this 
and on ITT. The CIA did not break off when Hunt asked toe mach, Instead of the "young 
women" ia Paris, a "clerk-typist" upon whom he insisted "because of the loyalty factor" 
they actually did offer Washington secretarial services to bim and the WH. 

To simplify it, we face another Warren sport, but a much more credible one thaeke 
ajl0Vensdby&NarintgatelgeaSinipbahe 	aad the handling not underotood 

tor oamm easy nest, 


